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Abstract— The TCP protocol's notion is that if a packet is lost due to network congestion, it isn't of much use in wireless networks, 

because TCP isn't very good at terminating its role in these types of networks. We've detailed and listed the main causes of this 

performance decline in this article. Although numerous procedures and protocols have yet to be released, throughout the time of 

identifying these reviews, only a few of them are considered. End-to-end techniques, fragmented connection approaches, and 

proxy-based approaches are some of the solutions to clarify performance decline in wireless networks. These approaches are likely to 

yield a short action, but a number of issues remain unsolved, so this text is used to simply identify the most likely cause of TCP 

performance degradation in wireless networks and to investigate some new methods for various TCP to predict TCP rationale in wireless 

and WLAN networks. 

Index Terms— TCP, wireless, congestion control, performance, issues, challenges, solutions, methodologies, survey, and comparison 

are some of the keywords used 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

TCP stands for Transmission Control Protocol and is a 

protocol used to guide connections formed for a distinct 

classification of protocols that support internetwork 

applications. It defines how electronic devices connect to the 

internet and defines the flow of data. TCP is a protocol that is 

often used to send reliable messages between several 

processes on host machines or various computer 

communication networks that are grouped into a single 

system. 

It was originally intended to enable dependable end-to-end 

data transfer via unreliable technologies. It is hypothesized 

that TCP will be independent of the first framework. It 

mustn't care whether the Internet Protocol (IP) is used over 

wired or wireless connections. The TCP location should be 

implemented carefully and should meet their expectations 

which specifically concerning wired networks Wireless 

transmission characteristics may reduce TCP performance 

efficiency. 

Actually, it was discovered that wireless and wired 

networks are distinct in terms of bandwidth, propagation 

latency, and other factors. The difference is mostly caused by 

packet loss, which commonly occurs in network mobbing 

and can also be linked to specific precise reasons in wireless 

networks. Fundamentally, the most packet loss happens in 

wireless LANs or cellular networks as a result of mistakes 

occurring inside the wireless frequency and handoffs 

between the two cells; on the other hand, packet loss in 

mobile ad-hoc networks is caused by radio channel defects. 

As a result, it is considered that TCP performs better in wired 

networks than in wireless networks. 

 

II. PERFORMANCE DISPUTES FOR TCP IN     

SINGLE HOP WLAN 

Here, we are trying to define the TCP quality of services in 

single hop wireless networks. Wireless networks which is 

usually referred as a local area network, also includes cellular 

wireless. Under this section, we are defining the prime 

reasons affecting the effectiveness of TCP. Further we will 

have a discussion on several courses of actions to boost the 

TCP performance. 

Now, if we try to understand the basis of wireless networks 

over wired, it is less reliable, high on fluctuations 

vulnerabilities, works on the principle of CSMA/CD which 

reduces possibilities of collision to some extent and having a 

lower bandwidth compared to wired networks. These 

characteristics often degrade the effectiveness of TCP that 

also be listed as asymmetry of communication, channel 

errors, mobility, power consumption. 

A. Communication Asymmetry 

Considering the communication between mobile terminal, 

base station in, single hop wireless network, mobile terminal 

is encompasses with limited bandwidth, size for buffer, 

capacity, limited processing capabilities as a large number of 

devices are trying to access the network. 

While the wired networks are reliable and features a wide 

bandwidth, on the other hand wireless networks are error - 

prone and incorporates highly unstable and limited 

bandwidth. 

Taking widely used Ethernet as an example, it incorporates 

a bandwidth of 100 Mbps (even extended up to 1 Gbps), 

while the maximum theoretical bandwidth for packet based 

mobile telephony network HSDPA is only about 14.4 Mbps 
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or about 21 Mbps in 3G. 

This explanation on wireless communication thus resulting 

creating congestions often referred as bottleneck TCP 

connections. 

B. Channel Errors 

TCP was depicted to serve a great quality of services in the 

system with a channel with low errors. While on other hand, 

wireless networks are known for their high level of channel 

errors, resulting in congestion losses which are framed due to 

the losses in channel errors. As an effort of diminish the 

congestion losses, it leads in decreased sending rates 

ridiculously, which in return degrade the performance. These 

channels often cause to stop further transmissions within the 

channels. 

Losses resulting in congestions as well as transmission 

errors can be recovered if we set up link-layer medium for the 

removal of losses occurring due to transmission errors and a 

transport protocol for the recovery of losses due to 

congestion. Minimum modifications can also lead to the 

simplification of newly deployed solutions. 

C. Mobility 

Mobility is defined as the free movement of nodes from 

one range to other which can further leads to the breakage of 

links and also the failures between two adjacent nodes. And 

thus causing packet losses due to broken links. It is really 

difficult for a TCP to differentiate the causes for the losses 

between failures of routes or a loss of packet. Meanwhile, if 

there is any addition of new route, it takes more than RTO at 

sender site, which will result in calling congestion control 

mechanism due to timeout. Losses resulting in reduced 

capacity will be continued and hence the size will be 

decreased. 

D. Power Consumption 

Mobile node is equipped with low processing 

performance, restricted power than a base station which leads 

the incapability among the networks. Nodes which are under 

wireless networks runs on battery and they remain on that for 

continuous period interval. 

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

To topple the deficiency of transmission control 

convention over remote associations has been following 

imperative endeavors fluctuated arrangements set forward to 

help transmission control convention execution. 

A. “End-to-end” solutions 

1) Fast retransmission: Accepting the TCP source gets a 

particular proportion of insistences, that normally set  3 

duplicate assertions with reliable certification 

variety(especially, totally 4 attestations with consistent 

confirmation number), transporter will get unassuming 

affirmation that portion with nonstop higher progression 

number was erased, can appear so as. Then, group that 

inferred conveyed are retransmitted by source before 

expecting its break quickly when satisfaction of give up 

procedure Mobile Host(MH) send duplicate 

ACKNOWLEDGE packages to TCP transporter. TCP source 

will begin retransmission while not expecting the break, so 

thwarting fundamental fall of result. 

2) SACK - Selective Acknowledgement: On the off chance 

that numerous bundles leave from one window of data, TCP 

will ability execution breakdown. The TCP source will 

exclusively learn about solitary lost bundle for each RTT 

with confined data obtained from the collective affirmations. 

A stubborn shipper could convey past line up picked bundles, 

but it's achievable that these retransmitted sections might 

have proactively been with productively acquired. Mutually 

arrangement of specific recurrent retransmission, the course 

of particular affirmation (SACK) will work with to beat these 

imperatives. SACK parcels are becoming sent back to source 

by acquiring TCP advising shipper regarding the data that 

those bundles were gotten. Exclusively the missing data 

fragments might be then retransmitted by source. 

3) Freeze-TCP: Freeze-TCP cycle might be genuine start 

to finish topic and control the stream needn't bother with 

association of any arranged gadgets (for example base 

stations). Moreover, any progressions on halfway switches or 

to shipper doesn't required during this topic. To make it 

possible to completely act with overarching structure, 

changes inside correspondences convention code region unit 

confined to versatile purchaser viewpoint. The mark of 

execution winds up accentuates the meaning of proactive 

activity and additionally signal at versatile host. For most 

part, straightforwardly reply to detachment as rule gives 

lower execution than supportive of dynamic interaction. 

B. “Split-connection” solutions 

1)Indirect TCP: Circuitous TCP perhaps an indirect 

vehicle layer arrangement for venturing out has and deliver 

transport level correspondence encased by portable endlessly 

has on long-lasting organization. Due to severe parcel 

between two associations, transmission blunder on remote 

connection won't engender to wired connection. 

Accordingly, stream will continuously be in grouping. The 

postpone between  FA and Mobile host is little and whenever 

streamlined appropriately, exact breaks can utilized to 

complete retransmission of lost bundles. In case, I-TCP will 

fall flat assuming start to finish association for which TCP 

has been planned will come up short if Foreign Agent (FA) 

crashes. It utilizes MSRs-Mobility Support Routers. I-TCP 

further stock in reverse affinity going with laid out network 

conventions. 

2) M-TCP: M-TCP made to deal with inquiries encouraged 

by continuous blackouts or expanded separations. Further 

developing TCP act basically for voyaging clients it was 

made. For ensuring viable handovers and variable transfer 

speed of Wi-Fi thoughts it is basically utilized. M-TCP 
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likewise separates TCP association into two sections 

precisely like I-TCP does. The M-TCP approaches by 

expecting low piece blunder rate on remote connection. In 

this way, storing or retransmission of information by means 

of SH isn't given. A few benefits are it keeps up with TCP 

start to finish semantics. It doesn't need adjustment of 

shipper's TCP. 

C. “Proxy-based” solutions 

1) SNOOP protocol: The Snoop convention is intended to 

be on switch position among wired and remote interchanges, 

also noticed be as passage or as base station; disentangling 

spasmodic parcel misfortune old by correspondences 

convention inside remote communication totally was also 

evolved. Job of SNOOP agent is to manage interchanges 

convention bundles, communicated from portable host to 

firm host and contrariwise. Snoop agent stores of these 

bundles locally and inside instance of indistinct affirmations, 

SNOOP retransmits parcels snappily from local reserve and 

squashes vague affirmations. During this way, base station 

covers parcel misfortune from mounted host while not 

spreading vague affirmations, subsequently forestalling 

unnecessary conjuring of blockage executive’s cycle. Snoop 

isn't utilized individually and is integrated for certain 

variations of interchanges convention by and by. 

Correspondences convention Reno is everything about wide 

utilized decisions of TCP. 

2) Advertised window control: Exploitation recreation and 

investigation in, it totally was seen that as vertical (stream 

from the portable host to base station) and descending (from 

base station to versatile host) convention streams aren't 

similarly partitioned remote medium. Out turn quantitative 

connection among up and descending is past multiple times 

to advantage of up streams. In article expressed that this 

quantitative connection relies upon size of cushion at base 

station. Inside case that few bundles are lost thanks to short 

cushion size, window size of convention descending is 

neglected to come to beneficiary window size, while 

convention up window size could arrive at collector window 

size, since it is took into consideration a couple of loss of 

affirmations. In this manner, it totally was expeditious that 

broadcasted window field of recipient should be modified 

inside affirmations all through section through base station. 

3) WTCP: WTCP could be something else entirely any 

place it kept up with start to finish etymology of transmission 

control convention. It had been principally produced for 

WWAN. In these organizations, interchanges convention 

calculations flopping by erroneously arrogant all bundle 

misfortunes as blockage misfortunes. WTCP attempts to 

make sense of misfortunes showed up for arbitrary reasons 

from blockage misfortunes. It executes it by ascertaining 

interim among coming and leaving seasons of the parcel. 

WTCP utilizes rate-based rather than window-based 

transmission control. So it's honest once serious associations 

have totally divergent full circle times. The fundamental 

arrangement of this convention is that 

Correspondences convention shouldn't diminish its 

transmission rate by 1/2 only for parcel misfortune that 

happens frequently in remote organizations. It's a ton of like a 

calculation any place beneficiary gets expert for getting all 

parcels. As some of ACKs have coming up short, source 

doesn't conclude that bundles became communicated. Maybe 

they explore the beneficiary to figure out whether bundle. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

TCP convention expects that any parcel that is lost because 

of organization blockage can't be utilized for wifi 

correspondence since TCP neglects to fill its role. The vital 

reasons for this disappointment have been made sense of and 

recorded in this article. In one-bounce TCP remote 

organizations, factors like handovers and mistake inclined 

remote channels lead to diminished effectiveness, though in 

multi-jump remote organizations, issues including medium 

access blockage, successive breakdowns, and course changes 

are viewed as variables that lead unfortunate TCP execution. 

A couple of different techniques and conventions that have 

been introduced in TCP varieties up till currently have been 

viewed as in this examination. 

However, notwithstanding the way that specific 

enhancements have been recorded as a result of 

implementing the proposed strategy, they do not assist in 

resolving all of these issues. As a result, there will be some 

further progress to be made in the near term. 
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